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Some Awesome Facts About August

August is the time to reap what you’ve sown, quite literally even, as most summer
vegetables are ready to be harvested.
Like every other month of the year, August has plenty to show for itself.
Let’s take a look at the origins of August, the traditions we celebrate during it, as well as
some fun little facts to bring it all together!
August was once the sixth month of the year. In the original ten-month Roman calendar,
the month went by the name of Sextilis, meaning “the sixth month” in Latin. It wasn’t until
around 700BC that August was rudely shoved back in the order of months when January
and February were added to the beginning of the year by King Numa Pompilius.
August has also changed its number of days multiple times. In the ten-month Roman
calendar, the months all had either 30 or 31 days, totaling 304 days in the year. Not only
did Pompilius add January and February to the calendar, but he also reduced the number
of days in August to 29. It wasn’t until Julius Caesar introduced the Julian calendar that it
was left with 31 days, and it’s stayed the same ever since!
Another year, another change! After so many changes you’d think the month would have
had enough, but no – in 8BC the month was named Augustus, in honor of the Roman
emperor Augustus.

August is also a little bit unique, most of the time at least. In a standard year, there is no
other month that begins on the same day of the week as August. In a leap year, however,
August begins on the same day of the week as February.
August also has two birth flowers – the vibrant multicolored gladiolus and the deep
crimson poppy. The gladiolus flower is said to represent generosity, strength of character,
and deep sincerity. The poppy flower couldn’t be more different though, as it is a sign of
imagination, eternal sleep, and oblivion!
Unlike most other months, August has just one birthstone – peridot. One of the lesserknown gems, peridots come in shades from grass-green to a more earthy olive hue.
They’re a unique gem and quite rare as they can only be found from two very different
sources – they can be formed deep in the earth and expelled to the surface along with
lava, and they can be found in meteorites! It is claimed that peridots have healing powers
and can protect the bearer from evil.
So, there you have it, that’s August in a nutshell! No matter where you are in the world,
August is a pretty wonderful time of the year.

We Simply Say, Thank You!
As we continue to see signs of recovery within our nation, we
want to say thank you to our staff, board, and volunteers for their
tireless efforts to care for the well-being of our animals during the
pandemic and uncertain times.
With limited staff and animals coming in from those who have lost
jobs during the pandemic, there is a lot to do for those shelter workers who come in every
day, putting their health on the line to care for the animals that are entrusted into our care.
Even with the pandemic, we have cats and dogs that need constant care and it is our
same workers who emulate a resounding “We love the animals and will do whatever we
can to make sure they remain healthy, clean, safe, and well-cared for.”
So to all our shelter friends, rescue friends, and anyone saving and caring for the
homeless animals during this pandemic, please know we love you all and we (as well as
the animals) appreciate everything you do each and every day. Please continue to do what
you do as the animals depend on and need YOU!
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Here are some of the August Pet holidays to celebrate!

Week-Long Celebrations
August 1–7: International Assistance Dog Week
August 8–14: Give a Dog a Bone Week

Day Celebrations
August 8: International Cat Day
August 10: Spoil Your Dog Day
August 17: National Black Cat Appreciation Day
August 21: International Homeless Animals’ Day
August 22: National Take Your Cat to the Vet Day
August 26: National Dog Day

A Great Big Bodacious "Thank You"
from Buddy and the HSOTC, too!
We want to say thank YOU to everyone who responded to our
medical appeal for our wonderful Buddy!
Through your generosity and support, we were able to cover all of
his medical expenses including the follow-up treatments to get him
back on a healthy road to recovery. We couldn't have done it
without your help and for that we sincerely say thank you!

Why Do Cats Love Boxes So Much?
Take heart feline enthusiasts. Your cat's continued indifference toward their new deluxe
scratcher may be disappointing, yet there is an object that's pretty much guaranteed to
pique their interest. That object, as the Internet has so thoroughly documented, is a box.
Any box, really. Big boxes, small boxes, irregularly shaped boxes—it doesn't matter. Place
one on the ground, a chair, or a bookshelf and watch as Admiral Snuggles quickly
commandeers it.
So what are we to make of the strange gravitational pull that empty Amazon packaging
exerts on Felis sylvestris catus? Like many other really weird things cats do, science
hasn't fully cracked this particular feline mystery. There's the obvious predation advantage
a box affords: Cats are ambush predators, and boxes provide great hiding places to stalk
prey from (and retreat to). However, there's clearly more going on here.
Thankfully, behavioral biologists and veterinarians have come up with a few other
interesting explanations. In fact, when you look at all the evidence together, it could be that
your cat may not just like boxes, they may need them.

The Art of Catalogy
Understanding the feline mind is notoriously difficult. Cats, after all, tend not to be the
easiest test subjects. Still, there's a sizable amount of behavioral research on cats – many
of which focused on environmental enrichment – that has taken place for more than 50
years making one thing abundantly clear: Your fuzzy companion derives comfort and
security from enclosed spaces.
This is likely true for a number of reasons…for cats in stressful situations, a box or some
other type of separate enclosure (within the enclosures they're already in) can have a
profound impact on both their behavior and physiology.
Ethologist Claudia Vinke of Utrecht University in the Netherlands is one of the latest
researchers to study stress levels in shelter cats. Working with domestic cats in a Dutch
animal shelter, Vinke provided hiding boxes for a group of newly arrived cats while
depriving another group of them entirely. She found a significant difference in stress levels
between cats that had the boxes and those that didn't. In effect, the cats with boxes got
used to their new surroundings faster, were far less stressed early on, and were more
interested in interacting with humans.

It makes sense when you consider that the first reaction of nearly all cats to a stressful
situation is to withdraw and hide. "Hiding is a behavioral strategy of the species to cope
with environmental changes and stressors," Vinke comments.
This is as true for cats in the wild as it is for those in your home. Only instead of retreating
to tree tops, dens or caves, your furry friend may find comfort in a shoe box.

Box (Anti-)social
It's also important to note that cats really don't excel at conflict resolution. To quote from
The Domestic Cat: The Biology of its Behavior, "Cats do not appear to develop conflict
resolution strategies to the extent that more gregarious species do, so they may attempt to
circumvent agnostic encounters by avoiding others or decreasing their activity."
So rather than work things out, cats are more inclined to simply run away from their
problems or avoid them altogether. A box, in this sense, can often represent a safe zone,
a place where sources of anxiety, hostility, and unwanted attention simply disappear.

The 'If it fits, I sits' Principle
Astute feline observers will note that in addition to boxes,
many cats seem to pick other odd places to relax. Some
curl up in a bathroom sink. Others prefer shoes, bowls,
shopping bags, empty egg cartons, and other small,
confined spaces.
Which brings us to the other reason your cat may like
particularly small boxes (and other seemingly
uncomfortable places): Baby it’s cold outside!
According to a study by the National Research Council, the
thermoneutral zone for a domestic cat is from 86 to 97
degrees Fahrenheit. That's the range of temperatures in
which cats are "comfortable" and don't have to generate
extra heat to keep warm or expend metabolic energy on
cooling.
That range also happens to be 20 degrees higher than ours, which explains why it's not
unusual to see a cat sprawled out on the hot asphalt in the middle of a summer day,
soaking in the sunlight.
It also explains why many cats may enjoy curling up in tiny cardboard boxes and other
strange places. Corrugated cardboard is a great insulator and confined spaces force the
cat to ball up or form some other impossible object, which in turn helps it to preserve body
heat.
Indeed the same NRC study found that most cats' housing areas are around 72 degrees
Fahrenheit, a good 14 degrees colder than a domestic cat's minimum thermoneutral
temperature.
So there you have it: Boxes are insulating, stress-relieving, comfort zones—places where
cats can hide, relax, sleep, and occasionally launch a sneak attack against the huge,
unpredictable ginormous human they live with.

Sí....The Most Popular Latin Pet Names
Looking for unusual name ideas for your Best Furry Friend (BFF)? You’ve come to the
right place with our list of Latin pet names. Your pet is one of a kind – and having a unique
name is the perfect way to celebrate tradition while giving your fur baby a unique name
that sets them apart from the rest.

Adoria
Adrian
Alair
Clara
Cornelia
Dominic
Honorea

Letitia
Lucius
Major
Mario
Nero
Riga
Sabina
Undine

What islands, about 100 miles north of Scotland, are famous for their
ponies and sheepdogs? The Shetland Island. The Shetland Sheepdog, a herding
dog, is commonly referred to as a “sheltie,” and is often used for protecting sheep.

What does catnip do to cats? Catnip is an herb and the majority of cats respond to
the active oil in catnip. It is not certain what part of the brain is stimulated by this ingredient
yet it is not harmful and can be used to increase use of items such as scratching posts.

Purrfact: Dog and cat noses have unique ridged patterns similar to that of human
fingers.

How to Introduce Your Furry Dog
Friend to Your Newborn
If you are expecting your first child, you know that you have some adjustments to make
when it comes to your lifestyle. Before you get lost in decorating the baby room and buying
all the baby stuff that you can find, there is one thing that you should not overlook.
If you have a pet, you have to realize that your furry family member will also need to do
some adjusting. If you have had the pet for some time, they are likely to feel a bit confused
about sharing attention with a new family member. There are several things that you can
do to prepare your dog for the new baby.

Setting Up Baby Stuff - One thing about having a new baby is that the whole
experience comes with a ton of stuff! By putting out the new items, you can prepare your
dog for the impending arrival. Set up the crib, play mat, swing, and other items gradually to
give the dog time to explore the items and get used to them. The dog will slowly get used
to the presence and scent of the items and by the time the baby comes home, they will be
used to having the items around the house.

Get The Dog Around Babies - If you have friends that have kids or small babies, it
can help to have them around so that your dog can get used to the sight and sound of
babies. If the dog has never been around babies, introducing one to them suddenly can be
very intimidating. By having babies around, the dog can get used to crying and other
movements that come with infants. If you cannot get anyone to bring their baby around
regularly, consider using an electronic baby like the ones used in health class.

Create Some Boundaries - It is a good idea to create some boundaries for the dog
before you bring the baby home. Let your dog learn what they can and cannot do in good
time. By letting them know that they are not allowed in the nursery, you will not have a
problem keeping them out when the baby comes. Do not wait until the baby comes to start
trying to set boundaries as this can cause resentment. You should let your dog know the

things they are cannot do anymore so they are not at a loss by sudden changes.

Talk To Your Dog - Most pet owners agree that dogs understand when a big change is
coming especially when it involves a baby or new resident. It is not silly to start talking to
your dog about the new baby especially because they are bound to have noticed your
growing stomach. Watching videos with babies can help and the fact is that dogs
understand more than most people realize!
To keep your dog occupied and avoid feelings of neglect, you should stock up on dog
treats. Apart from using them to reward good behavior, the treats can help to distract the
dog or keep them occupied. You need to have a plan that may include having a pet sitter
when necessary. Having a new baby is more work than most people realize and you are
likely to need help with your pet. And above all make sure your dog has a clean bill of
health so that your newborn will not experience any health risk upon constant contact with
your beloved pet.

**IMPORTANT
NOTICE**
In light of the current rise in
COVID-19 cases countywide, we
have implemented a byappointment-only status of
operations at the shelter. We
believe the safety of our
employees, animals, and the
general public is
paramount...making this action necessary. If you have questions, please contact the
shelter Tuesday - Friday from 10:00AM - 1:30PM at 209-984-5489 for more information!
Thank you for your understanding.

